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ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF AUTOMOTIVE MEDICINE (AAAM)
AIS TRAINING COURSES—AIS 2015 IN PA
PTSF will host the AIS 2015, “AIS and Injury Scoring: Uses and Techniques” course in conjunction with
the 25th Annual Conference & Meeting, scheduled October 13-15, 2021. This is to ensure training
occurs closer to implementation. PTSF will not host AIS 2015 at the Fall Conference this year [2020]. For
the time being, PTSF registry staff recommend that trauma registrars continue their education with AIS
2008.
The Pennsylvania Trauma Systems Foundation (PTSF) is working with Digital Innovation Inc. by ESO to
combine COLLECTOR™ and V5 Outcomes Trauma Registry Software into a single platform, PAV5. The
projected rollout is over a six-month period in 2021.
In support of this, PTSF anticipates updating AIS 2015 in the end of the year update following the
complete implementation of the new platform. January 2022 is the anticipated completion date. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, and thank you for your understanding as we strive to
support all of you in providing optimal care to trauma patients.

PTOS DRILLER UPDATE
PTOS Driller on the PTSF web portal has been updated to include 2019 Fourth Quarter data. Please
continue to share feedback on Driller and send us any suggestions you may have.
In support of this, we will be creating a new user role on the portal. This role would have a separate
log-in with access only to Driller and the Support tab. This would allow staff to access the Driller
product and the resources available on the Support tab without tying up or having access to data
submission or your application.
We will distribute user info to each center when this is created; stay tuned for more updates on this.
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